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Introduction
We have been leaders in maritime software and technology services since 1983.  We have over 600 large
and medium sized clients globally who rely on our software for their daily operations.

We support our clients with local support in Europe (UK, Bulgaria, and Greece), Asia Pacific (Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore, India, Indonesia) and Africa (Lagos). This enables our clients to receive support from people in
their time zone who speak their language and understand their business needs.

Our projects are backed up by professional project management, implementation, testing, on-site and
remote training and 24/7 global support, ensuring smooth deployment and ongoing satisfaction across
office staff, crew and vessels.

Our development team has over 30 years maritime domain experience, and a proven track record
working with shipping companies worldwide to create innovative new solutions, enhance legacy systems,
manage and deploy projects.

Our portfolio of customizable software includes cloud-based fleet management software offering owners,
operators and managers integrated PMS, Procurement, Crew and QHSE modules. We support shipbroking
and chartering professionals with productivity platforms, charter party editor, and specialist group email
software.

We offer resource-based services to support organizations with the key staff they need for short and long-
term projects including outsourcing for IT, development and procurement.

MAMS:
Since its release in 2013, the MAMS subscription based integrated web based enterprise fleet
management platform has offered flexibility in 3 key areas:

1. The lowest life cycle cost compared to any other software, because software fees cover all cost –
training, upgrade, and customisation or specification enhancement.

2. Ability to adapt/extend the software to meet future user needs. We provide some free development
hours. The users can use the development hours to request any enhancement or new features to meet
new business requirements at no extra cost.

3. MAMS covers all aspects of Ship Management and complies with OCIMF TMSA, IMO, ILO, ISO 9001 and
14001 regulations.  In addition, our PMS module is class approved by BV.

Some of our clients:
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MAMS is a web-based vessel management platform designed to help you make informed decisions via easy to
use customizable dashboards and reporting. MAMS will give you the tools you need to reduce cost, improve
productivity and compliance across your entire fleet.

The modules are available as a fully integrated platform or individual standalone modules depending on your
workflow and requirements. Everything can be customized to meet your needs – making MAMS work how you
want it to.

MAMS offers you:
a. Low lifecycle cost – upgrades and training included
b. Easy to use interface and workflow
c. Customizable development for integrations, new features and apps
d. Built-in smart data intelligence dashboards for reporting and analysis
e. Experienced project managers working directly with you
f. No hassle data migration – modules ready to use from day one
g. 24/7 support
h. Professional deployment and training
i. Accessible via smartphones, tablets and PCs

MAMS Solutions
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Planned Maintenance System

MAMS Planned Maintenance System is a web-based system designed to enhance vessel planned
maintenance scheduling, reporting and cost control. It supports an inventory for repairs and
replacements, reducing the risk of accidents by routine preventive maintenance. It also helps you meet
the exact standards set on various parameters for the health of a vessel set by manufacturers and
class/classification regulators.

- Easy-to-use interface and fleet-wide reporting dashboard
- Customisable reports generation
- Proactive auto-alerts and monitoring
- Flexible maintenance scheduler and completion history report
- Machinery, spares and other inventory info
- Inventory management-ROB, consumptions monitoring
- Breakdown defects tracking with follow-up
- Class survey and vessel certificate monitoring
- Inspections and follow-up
- Condition monitoring and performance analysis
- Integrations with existing third-party and in-house system
- PMS data entry and migration services
- Flexible range of subscriptions and contract terms

The Planned Maintenance system is certified by Bureau Veritas.
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Procurement

Our web-based MAMS Procurement Platform is designed to manage the full purchasing cycle right from
requisitions on-board your fleet, to invoices and payments in offices. The platform provides unified
management of vessel procurement and inventory control activities to deliver an efficient, cost-effective
and compliant procurement process.

With our ready-to-use procurement platform, we offer:
- Direct RFQ email for selected suppliers
- Tender processing
- Real-time online quotations
- Quotes comparison and approvals

- Purchase orders and invoicing
- Budget creation and cost monitoring
- Integration with accounting systems
- Inbuilt tracking and business intelligence tools for key analysis.
- In addition we offer outsourced procurement services to manage any aspects of purchasing

where your in-house staff need support or expertise.

The MAMS fleet management software is customizable and is designed with the flexibility to meet your
workflow needs.

Crew Management

MAMS Crew Management module allows shipping companies to have a clear view of crew CV data,
payroll, relief plan, appraisal and training. The system eliminates bottlenecks and simplifies the crew
process.

The MAMS web-based design enables log-in access for head office, branch and manning offices.

- Comprehensive reports and charts for key informed decision making
- Proactive auto-alerts to monitor expiries including passports, STCW certificates, vaccinations
- Crew allotment and payroll process with salary slip, portage bill Crew planning and approvals
- Crew appraisal system with increment and promotions
- Easy to generate dynamic reports including CVs, crew lists, portage bills, allotment details,

appraisal reports etc.

- Integrated solution with OCIMF Officer Matrix
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Safety Management

MAMS Safety Management module is a comprehensive tool which enables vessel operators to manage
safety, reduce risk, prevent human injury or loss of life, learn and share company safety policies and best
practices.

- Record accidents, near misses and follow up action

- Manage and monitor bunker consumption and emission
- Schedule on-board safety drills
- Inspection reporting and follow ups
- Identify hazards in every operation on the vessel
- Report and analyse vessel activities and actions

- Prevent the possibility of an accident
- Built-in proactive alerts and fleet wide dashboard for informed decision making

We offer a system that is already in compliance with TMSA, ISM Code, ISPS Code, ISO 9000, and ISO
14000. You can choose our QHSE module setups, which includes Safety Management, Risk Assessment,
and Environment Management, according to your needs in safety compliance.

Training Videos for ALL MAMS modules for office and vessel

Risk Assessment

The MAMS Risk Assessment is designed to manage safety and ensure compliance with statutory and

industry standards requirements of TMSA, ISM Code, ISPS code, ISO 9000 and ISO 1400.

The customisable Risk Assessment Matrix based on shipping company requirements.

- Customisable severity and likelihood factors
- Preloaded industry risk assessment

- Auto risk calculation
- Risk reviews and follow up by office staff
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Document and Forms Management

The MAMS Document Management module enables managers to organize and manage their documents,
including company ISM manuals, circulars and related documents. The module is designed to ensure
documents are edited, shared and revised easily and securely. With the innovative Forms
Management module, you can replace traditional paper based forms and checklists filed by ship staff for
a true paperless system.

- Company ISM Manuals can be categorised by different documents and chapters
- Documents easily created in an electronic format with an approvals process
- Data synchronisation between office and ship
- Ability to make documents read-only to the vessels with acknowledgement option
- MAMS enables office staff to review and edit controlled manuals
- Manuals revision and revision history management
- Company circulars uploaded per category and sent to the fleet
- Comprehensive search facility

Additionally, we can create customised document management applications to fix gaps and inefficiencies
in your existing systems to ensure they meet your current needs.

Rest Hour

MAMS Crew Rest Hour Management offers a comprehensive and easy-to-use dashboard to monitor rest
hours across the crew and prevent non-conformities and breaches. The reports are fully customisable,
and can be accessed via PCs, smartphones and tablets, ensuring you never miss an alert.

SDSD Crew Rest Hours Management is designed to monitor and manage crew rest hour records in
compliance with guidelines issued by International Labour Organization (ILO) and the
International Maritime.

- Comprehensive analytical tools to monitor non conformities and rest hour breaches
- Enter daily rest hours and record shipboard working arrangements
- User friendly pop-up warning messages to avoid incorrect entries
- Reports available in pdf, excel and html
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Dry Docking

Dry Docking planning is a time consuming, expensive and complex undertaking for any vessel owner. Our
Dry Docking module is designed to streamline vessel dry dockings by controlling the process of planning
through to execution, all within one single, easy to use module; managing the vessel, office, vendors and
procedures for all the tasks essential to ensure a successful project.

- Create, plan and execute Dry Dock
- The Dry Dock specification is generated for each shipyard and users can easily send competitive

bids to multiple yards.

- Create standardized task descriptions for the Shipyard in Word and PDF. Photos, drawings, test
sheets etc. can be added to each work order as attachments, and automatically included in the
printed specification.

- The job tab provides unified access and visibility to all information required to manage the Dry
Dock execution and budget.

- Users have easy access to all of the dry dockings for an entire fleet, both current and

historical, with all corresponding documents.
- Access spare parts and supplier library
- Transparent price comparisons between suppliers and shipyards
- Reduction in docking time and docking costs
- Effective planning, budgeting and cost control

- Reporting of completed work orders
- Generate Dry Dock Summary Report
- The yards performance and facilities are evaluated in the system, and adds to the yards overall

rating in the system.
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Voyage Estimator and Operations

The Voyage Operations Modules offer an integrated suite of software tools providing detailed visibility of
all aspects of voyage operation variables including vessel performance, operation expenses, bunker
inventories and cargo data.

The modules’ comprehensive reporting and analysis tools accurately measure and manage the entire
operational performance and P&L of the voyage lifecycle – helping operational teams to target areas that
require immediate improvement and make the right decisions based to improve profitability.

Voyage Estimation
- Vessel’s particulars, cargo and counter-parties library
- Automatic distance calculations with breakdown of ECA/non-ECA zones with bunkers consumed
- Bunker expenses calculator with ROB and new replenishment, Bunker requirement notification
- Cargo intake (Volume based)
- Port stay duration calculator – users can input Demurrage/Dispatch values at each port
- Calculating – Total voyage duration, Gross and Net Income, Gross and Net TCE

Voyage Operations
Once the voyage is fixed the VE data entered (vessel, cargo, loading/discharging rates, freight rates,
commissions, port costs) is automatically transferred to the VO module and used as a “base” for the
execution of the voyage.

Voyage execution follow-up:
- User updates Port Expenses with Actual expenses (Performa and Final Disbursement Accounts)
- Actual cargo intake
- Actual bunker
- Vessel’s itinerary updates – arrival/departure time
- Vessel port itinerary updates – port stay – simplified lay time module allowing the user to estimate

and have preliminary lay time PNL provision
- Daily PNL Delta and snapshots for comparisons
- Final Voyage result with analysis/identification on reasons for profit/loss
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Vessel Event Management (including EU MRV and IMO DCS)

- Streamline vessel data collection with easy-to-use, standard vessel forms. There are various
reports to cover all types of events in the vessel movement e.g. Arrival, Departure, Noon etc.  At
every noon at least one report i.e. Noon, In Port, Anchorage etc. will have to be sent to the Office.

- Logical order of report filing. Reports needs to filled as per the event sequence. For example,
Arrival report cannot be filled if the last Departure has not been sent to office.

- Benchmark performance against charter party terms by creating vessel reports, or export data to
a reporting tool of your choice.

- Easy sharing of voyage information with trusted partners in the Network.
- Achieve compliance with EU MRV/IMO DCS regulations tracking all required data within

standard vessel forms.

- Performance Reporting Spot trends in fuel consumption, distance, speed, and more.
- Efficiency Management Planning (SEEMP), and enables users to monitor “Green House Gas”

emissions.
- Comprehensive analytical tools to track consumptions of bunkers with monthly, yearly and

quarterly emissions.
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Data Visualization Module Power BI

Bespoke Power BI for Maritime – data visualisation and analytics for improved decision making. SDSD’s
data visualisation and analytics service integrates Microsoft Power BI into multiple sources of data,
including in-house software and excel; helping create dynamic dashboards and share visually impactful
reporting of operational data.

Users connect via a browser or mobile device and work from the same trusted dashboards and reports,
that update and refresh automatically, ensuring that the data content is always up to date. There are
proactive alerts when data changes as well as scheduled reports by email, ensuring that you interact with
the latest content.

We can build reporting for all departments – giving your management team up to date KPIs and reports
for effective decision making.

- Procurement: Requisition and POs by status, vessel, inactivity, vendor, expense by budget
code/vessel

- Maintenance: Jobs due/overdue by vessel, rank-wise jobs, critical status
- Breakdown: Component groups, breakdown jobs
- Technical Downtime: By vessel, type, occurrence date, time and duration
- Accident/Incident: Vessel-wise by category, severity, vessel activity, location-wise incidents
- Near Miss: Within date range, category, location, time, vessel activity, categories of causes
- Internal & External Audits: Annual/vessel audits, NCs, observations, major NCs, ISM audits
- Flag or Port State Control: Deficiencies and inspections, by vessel, MOU and status
- Fuel consumption: Average speed v. average ME consumption, summary sea consumption/port

consumption (mt), fuel type, loading condition, weather
- Emissions Summary: CO2 emission by voyage number (mt), SO2 emission by voyage number (kg)
- Main engine performance: Average cylinder oil and system oil consumption details
- Auxiliary Engine: Fuel consumption v load, running hours, usage
- Vessel Activity: Sailing days, port stays, manoeuvring, anchorage, loading condition, weather
- Voyage Analysis: Voyage summary, over/under consumption, over/under speed, charter party

speed and consumption analysis.
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IHM Maintenance Software

Our IHM Maintenance Software keeps your ‘IHM Certificate’ up to date and ready for inspection by any
Class/state representative, for review and proof as part of a vessel change of owner, flag or name; or as
part of final dismantling in compliance with Parts II and III of the IHM process.

The IHM Maintenance Module links directly with your suppliers and procurement process via an easy to
use the cloud-based portal. If a Material Declaration shows an item containing hazmat is above the
accepted threshold, the data is automatically tagged and captured in the IHM Maintenance Module, along
with the original PO, Items Certificate, SDoC, MD and the location on board and the location used.

The easy to use dashboard provides comprehensive reporting and tracking of documentation for all
hazardous items onboard, and downloadable reports for inspections.

- API integration with ANY third party PMS & procurement software
- Compatible with ANY approved IHM Certificate from any Class Society
- Intuitive portal with logical workflow from procurement, supplier and hazmat person responsible
- Compliance documents and material declarations automatically tagged when hazmat present

above threshold
- Easy to download reports for sharing with Class/State representatives
- Cloud based – available across all devices
- Proactive alerts ensure that vital documentation is not missed

Our software is flexible and is ready to use or can be tailored to meet your business needs and unique
workflow.
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Planned Maintenance System Smart Module (Business Partner : IO Current)

Predict Failure
With our business partner’s proprietary artificial intelligence platform applying machine learning in real-
time, each vessel’s unique assets and operating conditions inform anomaly detection and failure
prediction across your fleet. Throughout the entire machine learning process, MarineInsight is doing the
hard work of detecting anomalies, protecting your assets, and predicting failures. MarineInsight’s artificial
intelligence continues to find more sophisticated ways to predict failures, protect your vessels, and
optimize your fleet.

Reduced fuel consumption
With a live look into current fuel burns and fuel flow, MarineInsight empowers your team to proactively
adjust operations for fuel efficiency on every vessel across your fleet. Your team can proactively adjust
operations and asset behaviour for optimal performance throughout every trip. These small adjustments
across every trip on each vessel across your fleet can lead to greatly reduced fuel consumption and
emissions.

Condition Based Monitoring
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance strategy that monitors the actual condition of an
asset to decide what maintenance needs to be done. CBM dictates that maintenance should only be
performed when certain indicators show signs of decreasing performance or upcoming failure.

- Increased maintenance efficiency
- Planned maintenance based on contributing factors, such as fuel flow, time spent in load

percentage bands, and RPM band
- Increased vessel uptime
- Direct access to data for Class Societies
- Avoid hidden maintenance costs
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Accounting Module

SDSD’s integrated accounting, finance and procurement modules provide real-time financial reporting
across the fleet. Providing multi-business and multi-currency accounting reporting and analysis.

Vessel Operations Accounting Module.
- Consolidated Accounting System
- Budget Control
- Loan Management
- Fixed Asset System
- Receivables Management
- Payables Management

Operator Lifecycle Financial Management Module.
- Charter Base Management System
- Port Expense Management System
- Bunker Management System
- Vessel Revenue and Expenditure Report
- Funds Transition Report

Owner Lifecycle Financial Management Module.
- Consolidated Accounting System
- Financial Projection System
- Time Charter Management System
- Vessel Cost Management System

The modules are fully customisable and can be seamlessly integrated with both SDSD and other third
party or in-house procurement systems
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Cyber Security

We find the risks and put in place the documentation, processes and risk mitigation measures required to
keep your vessels and shore-based offices cyber-secure, compliant and ready for audit.

We can help you develop a comprehensive, risk-based approach to effectively protect maritime IT and OT
equipment, where threats are detected and managed across the three most important cyber security
pillars: people, technology, and processes.

SDSD’s Vulnerability Assessments are designed to identify and evaluate cyber security vulnerabilities and
recommend risk mitigation strategies for vessel and shore based assets, in line with the Identify and
Protect elements of the IMO and TMSA cyber risk assessment requirements.

The assessment is based on your specific setup and planned accordingly to assess external and internal
network vulnerabilities:

- Identify at-risk assets
- Validate the suitability of security controls
- Create inventories of devices on the network, inc. the purpose, system info and specific

vulnerabilities
- Define the level of risk present on the network
- Provide detailed technical reporting and recommendations for improvements

Protect your assets, with consultant supported assessments from SDSD, understand your current
vulnerabilities with clear guidance and make improvements quickly.
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Tanker Management Self-Assessment (TMSA)

Here are a few ways that SDSD can support the 13 elements of TMSA in your Organisation


